Veritas Enterprise Vault.cloud Release Notes
Veritas is proud to announce the March 2016 release of the Enterprise Vault.cloud service suite. This monthly release
continues the on-going theme of product improvement. The release will occur on Wednesday March 16th for the Sydney
and Amsterdam data centers, and on Thursday March 17th for the US data centers.

Highlights:


Personal.cloud – Correction of issue with tag updates when two tags have identical names. The correct tag is
now updated.



Personal.cloud – Correction of issue where certain special characters were not correctly decoded, which
prevented the email from loading in the user interface.



O365 Sync– Improvements made to sync operations including GUID mapping, to ensure that users can continue
to be synced even if the mailbox is moved to another mailbox server within O365.

March Release Items

Component/Title

TFS

Description

O365 Sync

65444

Update made to sync to correctly disable archive accounts for users
deleted in O365.

O365 Sync

57108

Correction to issue which caused some archive accounts to be disabled
when there are 2 users in O365 with matching email addresses, 1 enabled
and 1 deleted.

O365 Sync

61946

Improvements made to sync operations including GUID mapping, to
ensure that users can continue to be synced even if the mailbox is moved
to another mailbox server within O365.

Archive Administration

67513

Correction of issue that prevented the assignment of a ‘Managed Tag’ to
users.

Archive Administration

72748

Correction of issue where the handling of email address updates could
prevent users from logging in to Enterprise Vault.cloud services.

Personal.cloud

50883

Correction of issue where certain special characters were not correctly
decoded, which prevented the email from loading in the user interface.

Personal.cloud

61094

Correction of issue with tag updates when two tags have identical names.
The correct tag is now updated.

Import

46018,53663,67521,68154
71243

Improvements have been made to our import processing.

If you have any questions regarding the changes made to Enterprise Vault.cloud as part of the March 2016 release,
please contact the Veritas Enterprise Vault.cloud client services team:
Americas:
Europe & Middle East:
Asia Pacific & Japan:

+1 800 251 3863
+44 20 7365 2886
+65 6675 4502

Email:

Cloud.Support@veritas.com

Self Service Portal:

https://login.salesforce.com/sserv/login.jsp?orgId=00D300000000Rnp

